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"Lead vocals worked so well
that I resisted pulling out mics
that cost ten times more. That's
unusual at this price point for
a picky bastard like me."
- Larry Crane

patron saint of PDX recording
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cover story

in the space where music, fashion and women coalesce, the city is being shaped by a creative
class of female musicians who are in the spotlight, ceaselessly defining the silhouettes, the
sounds and the style of portland BY andrea Janda
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wenty women gathered onstage.
twenty female musicians, singers
and writers, assembled onstage
like a choir standing in a crescent moon
half-circle, but there was no music and
no singing. they were here in the name of
fashion. prêt-à-porter, portland-style.
they were called on as the bold, the
brave and the beautiful. and everything
was coming up threes.

This was the culmination of The Greenroom
Collection: a three-part lookbook project featuring women in Portland music. The ladies
in the limelight and under the stage lights
of the Aladdin Theater for this final photoshoot are part of a powerful triumvirate as
timeless as the Triple Goddess and the three
muses themselves—represented here as
women, music and fashion.
If that all sounds a little mythological and
witchy, there’s a reason for referencing the
feminine divine.
The Greenroom Collection is the starry-eyed,
rock star dream child of Cassie Ridgway,
owner of Altar (a handmade fashion boutique with “an edgy, dark bohemian aesthetic”) and member of the band Fault Lines. As a
successful woman in two creative businesses
for more than four years, Ridgway is exploring the overlap between her endeavors in
designing and manufacturing clothing and
making music.

sisters in song: sara jackson-holman, sarah fennell and moorea masa
embody the three graces. photo by jason quigley

Altar is situated on Hawthorne’s
commercial corridor in SE Portland and features the Altar
Houseline, a collection of
small-production garments
with striking prints and
clean, feminine lines, all
envisioned and sewn in the
space above the shop. Paired
with the house jewelry line,
Iron Oxide Designs (crafted
by Ridgway’s business partner Amy Fox), Ridgway
recently honed her
vision, teamed up
with Fox, and rebranded the shop
(formerly
MagBig) to cater to a
specific aesthetic:
fashionable
and
fierce rock-and-roll
women with exquisite taste in jewelry.
Entering the Aladdin,
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all of the women were dressed in the Altar
Houseline, from arch-shaped A-lines, highslit T-lines, sheer floral mini yoke dresses,
and chiffon batwings, to crop tops and velvet
devoré. For some Pacific Northwest flavor,
there was a cotton crepe dress with an impressionist painting of a mountain on it, and
in bright contrast, a shimmering, stage-worthy gold shift, complemented by chandelier
earrings shaped like stretched-out honeycomb. Tattoos of butterflies, bands of flowers, faces and meaningful words peeked out
here and there under their sleeves and hemlines. They took cell phone snapshots of each
other and group selfies in between takes.

ical colored hair, mohawks—but they’re all
so confident that I was comfortable having
them swap around clothing and add their
own styling components. Hats, jewelry that
they care about, makeup.”

Ridgway was on hand to smooth fabrics, pose
and arrange the models, instructing them on
how to look at the camera, the image they

“The two are inextricably linked,” she explains.
“You have to look so great and you’re communicating that you care. You’re not just show-

Ridgway’s love of all things fine arts conveys
her multidisciplinary background not only in
music and performance, but in poetics, English
literature and language. Those connections are
made in her shop in a myriad of ways, particularly in this collection and it being fabricated
with the artist in mind. Her experience as a
female musician onstage informs the way she
designs clothing, and vice versa.

THE STAGE IS AN ALTAR: IT’S AN ELEVATED STRUCTURE MEANT
FOR OFFERING AND HONORING—A PLACE TO WORSHIP THE
MUSES AND THE DIVINE SPARK WITHIN AND AROUND US.
were to project—revealing both the feminine
and the fierce at once.
“Okay, show that you’re sweet and nice, and
also: ‘Don’t fuck with me.’”
They laughed and steeled their expressions,
the camera shutter clicked, and Ridgway
gushed, “You all look fucking baller. Amazing.”
Local photographers Jason Quigley and Beth Olson, respectively, captured the action
center stage as well as backstage behind the scenes at
the three photo shoots, documenting the process and the
rare occasion to pack so much
local talent in one room.
“Every girl is such a babe,”
Ridgway says softly, reflecting on the photoshoot at her
shop. “Every shape, height,
hair style, personal

style,
they
all
span such
different
elements.
Some of
the girls
have rad-

ing up—you care about what the audience’s
experience is. With our band, Fault Lines, we
make it a point to dress nicely, to come up
with some continuity—this rad, uniformed
look. Every show is important and every show
is an opportunity to reach a new listener.”
In keeping with the theme of multiplicity, this
grand gathering of Portland women in music
revealed not only rich and varied musical backgrounds, instruments and styles, but their
agility and desire to balance several projects.
Margaret Wehr, a singer and classically
trained violinist in Promise the Moon, also
performs as a folk-guitar soloist. Wehr double-majored in music and women’s studies,
striking a good balance as a female performer
alongside her male counterparts.
“As a woman, I’m always finding myself in
bands with men and I have to ask myself,
‘How do I express my voice?’ I love to put
something out there that makes people uncomfortable: speaking from my perspective,
things that I experience, things
that I observe,
ways
that
other
people treat me and view me.
It can be a struggle to get
people to listen and not just
look at you and make a judgment,” Wehr explains. “I always want the female audience
members to feel empowered by the things
that I have to say but I also don’t want to
alienate the male audience members.”

< altar’s cassie ridgway
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IS A FORM OF ACTIVISM”

photo by jason quigley

“WHAT WE ARE DOING

back (standing): allison Hall, margaret wehr, grace peters, luz elena mendoza, jeni wren stottrup, kris doty, sara jackson-holman, sarah
fennell, jimi hendrix, amanda spring, shana lindbeck, emily overstreet
24
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Front (Seated): marisa laurelle, cristina cano, moorea masa, kelli schaefer, tai carmen, brookes regenhardt, jessica boudreaux, adrienne hatkin-seely
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Moorea Masa, singer, guitarist and former
frontwoman of The Ruby Pines, provides
backup vocals in the classic soul band Ural
Thomas & the Pain. For an expressive performer like Masa, stepping back from the
spotlight might seem counterintuitive, but it
has led to several opportunities for live performances and studio sessions, most recently
recording two tracks with The Decemberists
(“Till The Water’s All Long Gone” and “Carolina Low”) on their new album What a Terrible
World, What a Beautiful World.
“When you’re in a band, you’re sharing the
responsibilities and the center of it—even
when I’m singing lead, I’m really sharing the
writing with other people. But when it’s just
you, it’s super vulnerable.” Masa likens the
contrast—being part of large band versus
solo work—to leading a double life.
To soothe that solitary sensitivity, Masa recently joined forces with Wehr and Allison
Hall (of Goose & Fox), who provide backing
vocals on her new EP, Oh Mother, with beautiful three-part harmony results.

“I really like doing more than one thing at a
time. I was actually just talking to Amanda
Spring [vocalist and drummer for Sallie Ford
and Point Juncture, WA] about doing a new
little project,” Fennell says. “Jamming with
some friends, double percussion drums, synthesizers, singing... whatever happens. I miss
all the female energy. I love my band—I’m so
stoked about it, but it is nice to have another
outlet too.”
Jeni Wren Stottrup, a singer and keyboardist who records under Jeni Wren, is enjoying
similar creative time with the musicians in
this community.
“Piano is something I’ve been playing since I
was 5, so I’m starting to schedule these dates
of being around a real piano, turning on the
recorder, and just hanging out. It brings me
back to some of the sessions I had when I
was writing that first EP where I was getting
together with friends and showing them the
songs I had worked on,” Wren describes.

Wren, formerly of Shy Girls, has a background in political communication, making her equally adept at working behind the
scenes producing shows and marketing. She
founded the MUSA Soul Fest and recently
joined the PDX Pop Now! team as the media
sponsorship coordinator. As a successful organizer, performer, promoter and soon-to-be
podcaster, Wren is taking the time to support
other musicians in her efforts.
Like Wren, Cristina Cano can attest to the
boon of supporting several bands and multiple musical outlets. Cano plays keyboards
for Sallie Ford and adds vocals and guitar in
Albatross and Siren and the Sea. With Sallie
Ford, Cano ventures into “these cool, crazy,
psychedelic places—a kind of rock-and-roll
thing that I’ve never really explored.” With
Albatross, it’s also rock and roll “but I get to
wail on it a little more, vocally,” Cano says
with a smile. And for her own songwriting,
the cerebral folk of Siren and the Sea, Cano
describes it as “that heart thing—getting it
out there, bleeding it out.” For her, being in
multiple bands is instructive: “There’s a reason why you get drawn to other projects—
you get to use those tools for your own stuff.”
“There are women I’ve seen and known and
met on the periphery, but as women we don’t
always get to communicate our adoration for

each other,” Cano explains. “It’s really neat to
be in a room of 20 women and we’re all talking
about, ‘How’s your music going?’ We’re not
talking about dudes or babies, it’s more, ‘I’m so
excited that my album’s coming out!’ And not
feeling ashamed for wanting to look pretty.”
But the women of Portland music aren’t just
pretty faces—they are fierce representatives
of gender, culture, art and politics. Luz Elena
Mendoza leverages her
voice locally and across
international borders
for causes that are important to who she is
and where she lives.

Bamba album with some new collaborators
and looking forward to a summer release.
“The Portland music scene is awesome—it’s
thriving—but we all just have to remember:
There’s a reason why we’re all here, why what
we have is so powerful. It’s a responsibility
that we have to share with the audience—a
healing through what is happening that we
can’t deny, and we must come together in that

“I believe that what we are doing is a form
of activism because supporting independent
manufacturers is not only cool and edgy—it
is what must be done. Designer-manufactured production in our city is the high tide
raising all ships.” Ridgway’s small-batch, locally made modus operandi keeps Altar affordable, accessible and sustainable.
“I’m pretty blue collar about this whole
thing,” Ridgway asserts. And she lives
by her word. During
the day she dreams
up designs and runs
her shop, and by
night, she waits tables—there’s no fash— TAI CARMEN
ionista attitude that
accompanies her work in either realm.
Somewhere, somehow, Ridgway also manages to wedge time in for music. That crosses over into the way that she and her fellow
women rock stars dress for work, especially
when the workplace is the bright, hot stage
where all eyes and ears are focused on them.

“I FELT LIKE I FOUND AN ISLAND OF MY KIN! WE
ARE OUR OWN BREED, LADY MUSIC-MAKERS, AREN’T
WE? A COLORFUL, VIBRANT, WONDERFUL CLAN.”

Mendoza, a singer-songwriter at the core of
Y La Bamba and Tiburones, has been playing music in Portland for eight years with
bands both inside and outside of the city
and state. She’s explored her own Mexican
heritage in several projects including her
appearance on Sergio Mendoza Y La Orkesta’s Alarma with “Mi Sangre Es Tu Ventana,” and Shawn King, the noted civil rights
activist from DeVotchKa, on a track for a
traveling exhibition of live music, visual art
and stories about immigration and American identity called Dreaming Sin Fronteras.
This winter, she’s recording another Y La

way,” Mendoza explains. “I really feel that
right now and I really want to see more of that
in Portland, more of that in every single girl
here, and everyone else that I really respect
and admire. With music, because we have
this gift, we have to do that. That is our job.”
Mendoza’s faith in the strength of Portland’s
music scene is also a call to action—to find
musical ways to navigate our current social
issues and to foster community support. This
sentiment is echoed by Ridgway and her enthusiasm shines through.

“I love making stagewear—dresses that are
fun, simple and comfortable but also have
this presence to them. For me as a musician,
that’s the most awesome thing you can get—
this rad-looking dress that’s really striking

photos by beth olson

A classically trained pianist and vocalist, Sarah
Fennell of Lost Lander is not unlike the other
women in the Greenroom project, and putting all of this talent together in one room is
bound to spark ideas and new collaborations.

“It’s so rad to be around all these ladies because, in my current band, I’m the only female and there’s a lot of dude energy, but
they’re all very sensitive dudes. They’re trying to teach me about Ani DiFranco,” Fennell
laughs and continues, “I don’t get it, I happened too late.”

left to right: cristina cano, allison hall, margaret wehr, jeni wren stottrup, jimi hendrix, luz elena mendoza
vrtxmag.com
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nonprofit spotlight

photo by miri stebivka

THE JEREMY WILSON FOUNDATION

“there’s a reason why we’re all here,
why what we have is so powerful.”
— LUZ ELENA MENDOZA

and makes a statement, but you can sling
your guitar over it and you’re comfortable.”
The stage is like an altar. It’s an elevated
structure meant for offering and honoring—a place to worship the muses and the
divine spark within and around us. One prepares the sacred space for ritual—whether it
be prayer, meditation or song—and once it
begins, we all take part in the ceremony, the
celebration and the opportunity for transcendence. In building their Altar, Ridgway and
Fox find inspirational muses in their female
musicians and friends. It’s what The Greenroom Collection lookbook is all about—
28
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thoughtful designs and jewelry imbued with
meaning that honor and adorn the feminine
mystique brought to the stage.
For Ridgway, being a leader in a band
is not unlike running a small business
and she acknowledges the profound
and personal ways that music and fashion have shaped her as a business owner, especially in her level of confidence.
“I was 22 when I opened this store. I was
a very young entrepreneur with very big
ideas and no money, so I’ve had to be really convincing. I get on my soapbox all

the time and I think that some level of
that—the theatrics of it, the actual selling
it, making people understand it in a way
that they can get inspired by—really comes
from what I have learned as a performer.”
What Ridgway has learned so far about her design work can be applied to the music industry, or any artistic endeavor for that matter.
“It’s going to be whatever you make of it. That
has been eye-opening to me and I really love
seeing how versatile it is.”
As versatile as the women of Portland music.

photo by jason quigley

by andrea janda
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There’s a vulnerability to being a full-time musician. It’s not only
what happens onstage when one puts him or herself out there night
after night to entertain, and it’s not just the paycheck that varies
from month to month. Musicians work like freelancers, and those
who don’t rely on a day job for regular income or, more importantly,
health insurance are especially vulnerable. Jeremy Wilson, former frontman of Portland’s Dharma Bums and Pilot, learned this firsthand when he received a diagnosis of a serious congenital
heart condition in 2006. Wilson weathered a very trying medical ordeal, but he also experienced
the tremendous kindness of fellow local musicians who helped him.
The result is The Jeremy Wilson Foundation, formed with the vision to build a safety net to
provide emergency financial assistance to musicians and their families during a medical crisis. Venues and record companies don’t offer traditional benefits—unless you count bar food,
cheap beer and a split of the cover charge—but that’s an understood part of the landscape. The
self-employed creative class has a higher risk for financial insecurity and its need for adequate
healthcare is especially great.
A JWF survey found that musicians are twice as likely as the general public to be uninsured.
Operating as a health and services nonprofit for musicians (in partnership with other nonprofits like The Snowman Foundation), JWF fills a gap through an endowment fund called JWF
Musicians’ Emergency Healthcare Fund, as well as fundraising and live events geared towards
individual musicians in need of immediate financial help and the generosity of friends, family
and fans.
In 2013, JWF gave out more than $93,000 in assistance grants, saved homes from going into
foreclosure, and even helped one artist receive an eye transplant—all because musicians are an
important part of our culture and “vital creative members of the local economy and community,”
encouraging everyone to support “those who make the soundtracks of our lives.”

join vortex in supporting the jeremy wilson foundation by subscribing to the magazine
at vrtxmag.com/subscribe
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